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The world’s cheapest, simplest possible pen-plotter.

BrachioGraph - arm-writer - is an easy-to-build pen-plotter, driven by a library of simple Python applications.
BrachioGraph plots cheerful, low-fi drawings, and can produce robotic sketches using a variety of drawing implements.
A BrachioGraph can be built for about €15 in an hour or so, using a Raspberry Pi computer, hobby servo motors and
household items. The BrachioGraph library is published on GitHub and includes simple Python code to drive the
plotter and vectorise bit-map images.
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Chapter 2. From bitmap to plot via vectorisation

CHAPTER
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THE BRACHIOGRAPH COMMUNITY

BrachioGraph benefits from contributions from the open-source community, and independently-created community
resources. These include videos, brachio.me, a web version of the linedraw software used to vectorise images and 3D
printed plotter components.
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Chapter 3. The BrachioGraph community

CHAPTER

FOUR

ABOUT THE DOCUMENTATION

This documentation uses the Diátaxis documentation structure

4.1 Tutorial
Anyone building a BrachioGraph for the first time should start here.
The tutorial is broken into several parts, and guides you through everything required to build a working potter. It
introduces key tools, concepts and ways of interacting with the machine and its software.
Follow the sections of the tutorial in order.

4.1.1 Construct the plotter
This tutorial takes you through the process of building a plotter with 8cm arms. 8cm arms are suitable for drawing an
area approximately 14cm wide by 9cm high. This fits well onto a sheet of A5 paper.
Components and materials
You’ll need:
• a Raspberry Pi
• three servo motors (recommended model: TowerPro SG90 - see servo motors for more information)
• sticks or stiff card to make two arms, each about 10cm long
• jumper wires and GPIO pin header to connect the Pi to the servos
• a clothes peg
• a board or sheet of card, about A4 size
• strong adhesive or a hot glue gun
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Assembly
The image below shows the basic construction of the BrachioGraph plotter and the names of some key parts. In this
example, the drawing sheet is A5 size.

The shoulder motor
The shoulder motor needs to be affixed in the right position. You can work out a suitable position using the image
above as a guide, but even better, print out the supplied template grid. Affix that to the board. The motor’s spindle
will need to be placed at location 0, 0 according to the grid, as shown below:
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The servo motor needs to be raised by a few millimetres (4-6mm should be OK), for example with some layers of card.
Glue it into place.

4.1. Tutorial
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The inner arm
Glue the servo horns - the little plastic arms that attach to the motor spindles - to the inner arm, so that the centres of
rotation are exactly 8cm apart.
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The outer arm, clothes-peg and servos
Glue a servo and a clothes-peg to the outer arm, so that a pen in the clothes-peg and the centre of rotation of the arm
will also be exactly 8cm apart.

Glue the final servo in such a position that its horn can rotate safely, and will be able to lift the pen clear of the paper see the close-up above.
Video - building a BrachioGraph by Rob Bricheno

4.1.2 Install the software
The next step is to install the software.
The BrachioGraph library requires a few additional components. It needs to be run in a Python 3 environment, using
Python 3.6 or later.
Install system packages
You may have some of these installed already, but that shouldn’t matter. The packages include:
• venv, for managing virtual environments under Python 3
• PIGPIO, an excellent library that provides hardware control of the Pi’s GPIO pins - important for accurate timing
of pulses. It comes with a Python interface to the lower-level code.
• various system libraries required by the Pillow Python imaging library
• libatlas3-base and libgfortran5, required by the Numpy Python mathematics library
• python3-tk, for the Turtle graphics integration
• Git
Select the steps for installation using Ubuntu or Raspberry PiOS appropriately below.

4.1. Tutorial
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Ubuntu (tested with 22.04, 22.10)
Run:
sudo apt install -y python3-venv python3-tk libjbig0 libjpeg-dev liblcms2-2 libopenjp2-7␣
˓→libtiff5 libwebpdemux2 libwebpmux3 libzstd1 libatlas3-base libgfortran5 git python3.10˓→venv python3-dev unzip make build-essential python3-pip
The PIGPIO library is not available via apt on Ubuntu, so it needs to be installed with make, which we’ll do in a
temporary workspace:
cd /tmp
wget https://github.com/joan2937/pigpio/archive/master.zip
unzip master.zip
cd pigpio-master
make
sudo make install
cd

Raspberry PiOS (tested with Bullseye Lite)
Run:
sudo apt install -y python3-venv python3-tk pigpiod libjbig0 libjpeg-dev liblcms2-2␣
˓→libopenjp2-7 libtiff5 libwebp6 libwebpdemux2 libwebpmux3 libzstd1 libatlas3-base␣
˓→libgfortran5 git

Set up a virtual environment
Create and activate a Python virtual environment to work in:
python3 -m venv env
source env/bin/activate
The environment needs to be active whenever you are using the plotter. You can tell when the virtual environment is
active from the bash prompt:
(env) pi@raspberrypi:~ $
If you need to reactivate the environment, run source env/bin/activate once again, in this directory,
Clone the BrachioGraph repository
Use Git to clone the BrachioGraph repository from https://github.com/evildmp/brachiograph:
git clone https://github.com/evildmp/BrachioGraph.git
Or, if you have already set up a public key using ssh-keygen and added your public key to your GitHub account you
can use SSH instead:
git clone git@github.com:evildmp/BrachioGraph.git
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Install Python packages
Pinned versions of the Python packages are listed in requirements.txt in the BrachioGraph directory. Install them
by running:
cd BrachioGraph
pip install -r requirements.txt
This will install:
• Numpy, a Python mathematics library
• PIGPIO’s Python library
• Pillow, the most widely-used Python imaging library.
• tqdm, for the progress indicator while drawing
• readchar, to allow the BrachioGraph.drive() methods to accept user input
• pytest, to run the test suite
You only need to install them once in your virtual environment. Next time you activate the virtual environment, you’ll
find that they’re still there.

4.1.3 Wire up the plotter
Important: Make sure the Raspberry Pi is turned off while you’re wiring it up.
Although the Raspberry Pis can take a frankly amazing amount of abuse, you run the risk of causing damage if you get
the wiring wrong. Do it with the power off, take your time, and double-check your work.
The three servos need to be connected to the Raspberry Pi. Each servo has three wires:
• 5V (power) - usually orange or red
• Ground - usually brown
• Signal - usually yellow
5V and ground are required to power the servo; the signal wire carries a pulse, whose width (its length in microseconds)
determines the position of the motor.
At least two of the servos will need to share a 5V connection, since the Raspberry Pi has only two available. How
you achieve this will depend on what you have available.
Use a breadboard
If you have a breadboard, you can wire the servos up so:

4.1. Tutorial
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Solder a wiring loom
I prefer to solder a little wiring loom out of jumper cables, that the servo’s leads connect to, so that they all share a
single connector for 5V, and a single connector for Ground. That way, you can use just 5 pins on the Raspberry Pi, all
next to each other. It looks like this:

This connects to the Raspberry Pi like so:
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Check the connections
Double-check each connection all the way from the servo to the Raspberry Pi.
servo lead
all 5V leads
all Ground leads
shoulder motor signal
elbow motor signal
lifting motor signal

GPIO pin
any 5V power pin
any Ground pin
14
15
18

physical pin
2 or 4
6, 9, 14, 20, 25, 30, 34, 36, 39
8
10
12

Note: https://pinout.xyz has some useful information about the pins.

4.1.4 Start up the BrachioGraph
Warning: Before doing anything else, detach the inner arm from the servos - otherwise you risk having the
machine flail around wildly when the servos are energised.
Create a BrachioGraph instance
Power up the Raspberry Pi. Run:

4.1. Tutorial
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sudo pigpiod
source env/bin/activate
cd BrachioGraph
python
And then in the Python shell, import the BrachioGraph class from the brachiograph module:
from brachiograph import BrachioGraph
Create a BrachioGraph instance from the class:
bg = BrachioGraph()
This initialises a BrachioGraph instance bg that you can interact with.
You’ll hear the motors buzz as it sets them to their default, parked, position.
Attach and test the inner arm
Now reattach the inner arm, so that the machine now looks more or less like this.
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It should be as close to -90 (as marked on the grid) as possible, but don’t worry if it’s not, we’ll adjust that later.
Run a quick test:
bg.set_angles(0, 90)
The first value is the angle of the inner arm, the second the angle of the outer arm. The inner arm should swing
clockwise to about 0. Send it back to its starting point with:
bg.park()

4.1. Tutorial
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Attach and test the outer arm
Now reattach the outer arm. It should be in a position as close as possible to 90 relative to the inner arm:

Test it:
bg.set_angles(-90, 120)
The arm should swing clockwise from its 90 position by about 30. Park the arms again with bg.park().
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Adjust the pen lifting mechanism
Try lowering and lifting the pen motor:
bg.pen.down()
bg.pen.up()
Adjust the horn on the motor and the position of the pen in the clothes peg so that in the down position the pen firmly
touches the paper, and in the up position it clears it by a millimetre or two.
Do a status check
Run:
bg.status()
The BrachioGraph will report its status:
-----------------------------------------| Servo 1 | Servo 2
| Shoulder| Elbow
----------------------|---------|--------pulse-width |
1500 |
1500
angle |
-90 |
90
hysteresis correction |
0.0 |
0.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------pen: up
-----------------------------------------bottom left: (-8, 4) top right: (6, 13)
------------------------------------------

4.1.5 Start plotting
Move the arms
The set_pulse_widths() method is a manual way of setting the pulse-widths that determine the position of a servo.
Try this:
bg.set_pulse_widths(1500, 1500)
Nothing should happen, because those are already the pulse-widths it’s applying. But try incrementing the first servo
pulse-width by 100 (microseconds) - make sure you get the numbers right, because a wrong value can send the arms
flying:
bg.set_pulse_widths(1400, 1500)
This should move the inner arm a few degrees clockwise.
The first value controls the pulse-width of the shoulder servo, and the second the pulse-width of the elbow servo. Try
some different values for the two servos, changing them by no more than 100 at a time, until the arms seem to be
perpendicular to each other and the drawing area.

4.1. Tutorial
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On a scrap of paper, note down those two values; we’ll use them in the next step.
Servo
Shoulder (parked at -90)
Elbow (parked at 90)

pulse width at parked angle

Initialise a custom BrachioGraph
By default, a BrachioGraph is initialised with values of 1500 for both servos (for most servos, 1500 µs places them at
the centre of their movement). However you probably found that slightly different values are needed to line up the arms
at the correct angles. Let’s say the two values you noted in the previous step were:
• 1570 for the shoulder motor
• 1450 for the elbow motor.
In that case, re-initialise the BrachioGraph using the values you discovered:
bg=BrachioGraph(servo_1_parked_pw=1570, servo_2_parked_pw=1450)

Start drawing
Now you should be able to draw a box:
bg.box(bounds=[-2, 7, 2, 11])
This means: draw a rectangle defined by the co-ordinates -2, 7 at the bottom-left corner and 2, 11 at the top-right corner.
Everything is always relative to the shoulder motor’s spindle at 0,0):
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The BrachioGraph will draw your square. It will be a wobbly, imperfect square, but it should be a recognisable square,
about 4cm wide and tall:

4.1. Tutorial
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Try increasing the dimensions of the box progressively, for example:
bg.box(bounds=[-3, 6, 3, 12])
If you’re lucky, you should be able to draw a box that is the full size of the default drawing area. The status()
command you used above shows that:
bottom left: (-8, 4) top right: (6, 13)
To draw a box around this area, use the box() command without any parameters:
bg.box()

Try some test patterns
And now draw a test pattern:
bg.test_pattern()
What happens if you draw the test pattern in reverse?
bg.test_pattern(reverse=True)
You’ll find that the patterns line up very imperfectly. This is because of slack and friction in the system.
In the next section we’ll try to mitigate this, and generally improve the accuracy and precision of the plotter. In the
meantime, let’s draw a test image.
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Draw a picture

In the images directory, you’ll find a file called demo.json. This contains the lines and the points along them, represented as co-ordinates in JSON format, and is what the plotter uses to draw
Plot the file:
bg.plot_file("images/demo.json")

4.1.6 Improve the output
In the previous section, you initialised a custom BrachioGraph.
Now we’re going to save the definition in order to continue improving it.
Create a file to hold a custom definition
In the same directory as brachiograph.py create a new file called custom.py.
In custom.py, import the BrachioGraph class, and then create an instance with the pulse-width values you used
previously. For example:
from brachiograph import BrachioGraph
bg = BrachioGraph(
servo_1_parked_pw=1570,
servo_2_parked_pw=1450,
)
Save the file. From now on, you will initialise BrachioGraph in the Python shell using this definition - do it now:
from custom import bg

Counteract hysteresis
The next step is to improve the behaviour of the machine. The motors are not powerful, the arms and the plastic gears
and components tend to flex under stress, and there’s slack in the system too. As a result, when you command the arms
to a certain position, they will be a degree or so short of the target. And when you attempt to reach the same angle from
the other direction, the same thing will happen, except that the error’s now on the other side of the correct angle.
This behaviour is called hysteresis, and we can attempt to counteract it. We’ll do this by accounting for it, and commanding the motors to overshoot their targets by an equivalent distance. Add hysteresis correction to the BrachioGraph
definition in custom.py:
from brachiograph import BrachioGraph
bg = BrachioGraph(
servo_1_parked_pw=1570,
servo_2_parked_pw=1450,
hysteresis_correction_1=10,
hysteresis_correction_2=10,
)

4.1. Tutorial
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Exit the Python shell, start it again, and import your custom defined BrachioGraph once more:
from custom import bg
Try the test pattern again, in both directions, by using the both option:
bg.test_pattern(both=True)
Now you should get better results. Try hysteresis correction values between 7 and 20, to see what works best. Remember
to exit the Python shell and import the definition into a new one each time you change it.
Adjust the angle calculations
The default definition assumes that a 10 µs difference in pulse-width will result in a 1 degree difference in the motor’s
position. In practice, you’ll likely find that it’s not quite 10 µs. This will introduce distortion into the drawings.
Assuming that when you do bg.park(), the inner arm is exactly at -90, try this:
bg.set_angles(angle_1=0)
Is the inner arm now exactly at 0? If not, try different values for angle_1 until it’s as close as possible. Find out the
actual pulse-width value, and subtract it from the -90 pulse-width value. That’s the difference required to move 90º. If
you divide it by 90, you’ll get a value corresponding to 1 degree of movement.
Do a similar check with the outer arm. Add the values you discovered to the definition in custom.py, for example:
from brachiograph import BrachioGraph
bg = BrachioGraph(
servo_1_parked_pw=1570,
servo_2_parked_pw=1450,
hysteresis_correction_1=10,
hysteresis_correction_2=10,
servo_1_degree_ms=-9.8,
servo_2_degree_ms=10.1,
)
Notice that the value for servo 1 is negative. (They’re different because one of the servos is mounted upside-down.
If you get the sign wrong, the arm will move in the opposite direction.)

Between them, the hysteresis and angle calculation adjustments should improve the output substantially. At this point,
you can try converting some of your own images to lines and JSON values using the linedraw module.
For even better results, you should go on to the next section, for more sophisticated plotter calibration.

4.1.7 Apply more sophisticated calibration
Although you applied hysteresis correction and angle calculation adjustments in the previous section, they are still
based on a naïve assumption that probably isn’t true: that the motors exhibit linear behaviour. In fact, over some parts
of their travel they will move further per millisecond difference in pulse-width than over others.
The only way to discover the actual behaviour is empirically.
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Remount the inner arm
Remove the inner arm, and initialise a default BrachioGraph instance:
from brachiograph import BrachioGraph
bg = BrachioGraph()
Now reattach the inner arm, but instead of placing it at -90 as before, place it at about -60 degrees - see Rotating the
drawing area for a fuller explanation why, but in short, it puts the arm in a position where it can operate closer to the
centre of the motor’s movement, where it’s more accurate and consistent.
The outer arm should still be at 90 to the inner arm.
Use screws, if you like
You can run the arms without screwing them into place; friction is quite enough. But for better results, make a hole in
the arms so that you can screw them onto their motors more firmly. This reduces flex.
Conduct a sweep
What we are going to do now is find out the actual pulse-widths that correspond to a number of angles. We’ll do it in
both directions, to get an average for each angle and take account of hysteresis, and then we will use numpy to find a
formula that gives us a curve that corresponds to these points, and the ones in between them.
This is where the template grid comes in handy. If you haven’t already done so, affix the template to the plotter
base, so that the shoulder motor’s spindle is at 0, 0 (see Assembly for reference).
To help you collect the pulse-width values you need, use the capture_pws() method:
bg.capture_pws()
Use the controls indicated to move the arms:

Shoulder
Elbow
Pen

-10 µs

-1 µs

+ 10 µs

+ 1 µs

a
k
z

A
K

s
l
x

S
L

Capture pulse-width value
Show captured values
Exit

c
v
0

First, move the outer arm to about 150. This is to keep it out of the way of the edge of the grid while working on the
inner arm.
Now from somewhere left of -135, start moving the inner arm clockwise. Record the pulse-width for the main angles
shown on the template - press c when exactly over it, and enter the angle.
Each angle needs to be captured in both directions, clockwise and anti-clockwise. Press v to see the data you are
collecting.

4.1. Tutorial
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Note: It’s quite hard to judge these angle accurately, because of the distance between the arm and the printed protractor.
A good way is to sight along the printed angle, from just above the board level.
Once you have collected all the angles in both directions for the shoulder motor, do the same for the elbow motor.
Move the inner arm to exactly 0 so that the outer arm is in the right place over the template (the elbow motor spindle
should be at exactly 0, 8), then move the outer arm over the range of angles. It’s much easier to judge angles accurately
with the outer arm, because you can see where the pen actually touches the drawing surface.
Check for any missing values (use v), and when done, 0. The output might be something like:
servo_1_angle_pws_bidi =
{30: {'cw': 769, 'acw': 759},
15: {'cw': 919, 'acw': 919},
0: {'cw': 1059, 'acw': 1069},
-15: {'cw': 1209, 'acw': 1219},
-30: {'cw': 1349, 'acw': 1339},
-45: {'cw': 1459, 'acw': 1459},
-60: {'cw': 1579, 'acw': 1589},
-75: {'cw': 1719, 'acw': 1709},
-105: {'cw': 1999, 'acw': 1979},
-120: {'cw': 2119, 'acw': 2129},
-135: {'cw': 2289, 'acw': 2289},
-90: {'acw': 1859, 'cw': 1859}}
servo_2_angle_pws_bidi =
{15: {'cw': 656, 'acw': 639},
30: {'cw': 788, 'acw': 778},
45: {'cw': 928, 'acw': 908},
60: {'cw': 1058, 'acw': 1048},
75: {'cw': 1218, 'acw': 1208},
90: {'cw': 1368, 'acw': 1358},
105: {'cw': 1518, 'acw': 1508},
120: {'cw': 1668, 'acw': 1668},
135: {'cw': 1818, 'acw': 1818},
150: {'cw': 1968, 'acw': 1968}}
Now, you can copy and paste (you’ll need to do a little reformatting) the two dictionaries to the BrachioGraph definition
that you have been working with in custom.py:
from brachiograph import BrachioGraph
bg = BrachioGraph(
# servo_1_parked_pw=1570,
# servo_2_parked_pw=1450,
# hysteresis_correction_1=10,
# hysteresis_correction_2=10,
# servo_1_degree_ms=-9.8,
# servo_2_degree_ms=10.1,
servo_1_angle_pws_bidi = {
# add all the values here
},
servo_2_angle_pws_bidi = {
# add all the values here
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

},
)
Note that the previous parameters are no longer required and can be removed or commented out - or even left alone;
they’ll simply be ignored now.
This definition should do a pretty good job of ironing out some of the slack and imprecision inherent in the system,
and even make up somewhat for the low quality of the motors. It can’t work miracles though. The output will always
be lo-fi and shaky. But that’s how it’s meant to be.

4.2 How-to guides
4.2.1 Usage
How to prepare a headless Raspberry Pi Zero to drive the plotter
A headless Raspberry Pi Zero is ideal as the engine for the plotter. It can can be used in OTG (on-the-go) mode, in
which it receives both power and a network connection to a host machine over a single USB connection.
Here’s a recipe for a quick set-up, from scratch.
These instuctions have been tested with Raspberry Pi OS Bullseye.
Download the latest Raspberry Pi OS Lite (minimal image) from the Raspberry Pi OS downloads page.
Do whatever needs to be done to put it onto a micro SD card.
Enable SSH and OTG Ethernet access
SSH access
The SD card should have a boot volume. Create a file called ssh at the root.
OTG Ethernet access
“On-the-go” power/Ethernet connectivity allows you to power a Raspberry Pi Zero, and connect to it via Ethernet over
USB, on the same port (the Pi’s USB port).
Edit config.txt, adding:
dtoverlay=dwc2
to a new line at the end.
Edit cmdline.txt, adding:
modules-load=dwc2,g_ether
just after rootwait.
Eject the card and put it into the Pi.

4.2. How-to guides
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Connect to the Pi via OTG USB
Connect a USB cable to the USB port (marked USB, not to be confused with the PWR port next to it) from your own
computer. This will provide power and establish an Ethernet connection to the Pi.
After a while, your machine’s networking configuration should show the Raspberry Pi.
Macintosh: the Pi will appear as RNDIS/Ethernet Gadget (you can rename this).
Ubuntu: the Pi will show up as an ethernet device named Wired connection #
You should be able to SSH into it:
ssh pi@raspberrypi.local
The password is raspberry.
But better than using a password is to. . .
Set up SSH key authentication to the Pi
Copy your public key to the Pi so you don’t have to log in each time you SSH - on your computer, run:
ssh-copy-id pi@raspberrypi.local

Set a fixed MAC address
You may find that by default, the Pi will generate a new MAC address and appear as a new device to the host each time
it reboots, which is annoying.
To set a fixed address, add a file /etc/modprobe.d/rndis.conf. In it, add:
options g_ether host_addr=ae:ad:f5:9d:9f:ba dev_addr=7a:26:9f:3e:97:6c
See How can I make a Pi Zero appear as the same RNDIS/Ethernet Gadget device to the host OS each time it restarts?
on StackExchange for more information.
Share your Internet connection to the Pi
Macintosh: this is available via the Sharing Preference Pane.
Ubuntu: go to the IPv4 Settings networking configuration tab, and set the method to Shared to other computers.
Check that you can ping an external site from the Pi.
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Update everything
Run:
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get -y upgrade
to update the software.
This will take a while.
Install the software
Refer to the Install the software section if you need more information about what will be installed by the following
commands.
System packages
Run:
sudo apt install -y python3-venv pigpiod libjbig0 libjpeg-dev liblcms2-2 libopenjp2-7␣
˓→libtiff5 libwebp6 libwebpdemux2 libwebpmux3 libzstd1 libatlas3-base libgfortran5 git␣
˓→tmux

tmux
This also installs tmux, a very handy way of managing terminal sessions, so that even if your connection is broken,
you can re-join the session without losing your place - when working with a Raspberry Pi Zero connected using OTG
Ethernet, this is a great convenience.
Download the BrachioGraph library
git clone git@github.com:evildmp/BrachioGraph.git # if you have provided GitHub with␣
˓→your public key
git clone https://github.com/evildmp/BrachioGraph.git # if you have not

Python packages
In a Python 3 virtual environment:
pip install -r BrachioGraph/requirements.txt

4.2. How-to guides
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Add a pin header
If you don’t already have them, you will need a GPIO (general-purpose input/output) pin header to connect the Raspberry Pi to the jumper wires that will connect to the servo motors. Different pin headers are available that can be
snapped or soldered into place.
Start it all up
sudo pigpiod && source env/bin/activate && cd BrachioGraph && python

How to use the linedraw.py module to vectorise images
The linedraw.py module converts bitmap images to vectors.
The main use you will have for linedraw is to take a bitmap image file as input, and save the vectorised version as:
• an SVG file, to check it
• a JSON file, to draw with the BrachioGraph.
Installation
To use linedraw, you’ll first need to install opencv-python-headless (it’s not included in the provided
requirements.txt) with:
pip install opencv-python-headless

Using key functions
Launch a Python shell, and import linedraw so you have the functions at your disposal:
from linedraw import *

Convert an image to JSON using image_to_json()
In the images directory, you’ll find an image named africa.jpg.
To convert it to a JSON file in the same directory, run:
image_to_json("africa", draw_contours=2, draw_hatch=16)
This will:
• find a file in images called africa (or africa.jpg, africa.png or africa.tif)
• draw its contours, and hatch lines
• create a JSON file called africa.json (or africa.jpg.json etc)
• create an SVG file called africa.svg (or africa.jpg.svg etc)
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A value of 0 for draw_contours or draw_hatch will turn them off.
Smaller values mean more detail, higher values mean less. It’s worth experimenting with these values. Start with a
draw_contours of 2, and then values between 0.5 and 4. Start with a draw_hatch of 16, and then values between 8
and 16.
Emphasise the edges
You can also provide a value for repeat_contours (or even repeat_hatch, though this is less useful).
For example, repeat_contours=3 means that the contour data will be added to the JSON file three times in succession;
the effect will be to draw them three times instead of just once, so the edges of the final image stand out. This is especially
effective with pencil drawings as in the example below.

4.2. How-to guides
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Use the SVG file to check
Check the results by opening the SVG file.
plot_file("<file_name>").

You can draw the JSON file with BrachioGraph.

Convert an image to lines using vectorise()
If you’d like to get hold of the lines in code to process them in a shell or script, use vectorise(), e.g.
lines = vectorise("africa.jpg", draw_hatch=16, draw_contours=2)
(This is in fact what image_to_json() uses.)
This will generate two things:
• a list of lines, each of which is a list of points
• an SVG file as described above, to give you an idea of the vectorised representation
See vectorise() for full details of the parameters it takes.
Visualise how the plotter will draw the lines using draw()
draw() takes a set of lines (as generated by vectorise()) and uses the Python turtle graphics module to draw them,
sequentially. It’s fairly slow - but faster than the actual plotter.
How to run a virtual plotter in software
In virtual mode, a Plotter behaves as though it had hardware attached, but doesn’t actually attempt to set pulse-widths
on the servo motors.
If a Plotter is unable to connect to pigpiod to communicate with the hardware, it will revert to virtual mode automatically.
It’s also possible to force a plotter to run in virtual mode, by instantiating it with the virtual argument, for example:
bg = BrachioGraph(virtual=True)
Whether or not the plotter runs in virtual mode, it’s also possible to use Python’s turtle graphics to run a graphical turtle
on-screen to represent the physical behaviour, with the turtle argument:
bg = BrachioGraph(turtle=True)

How to visualise servo behaviour
Visualise the relationship between pulse-widths and angles
A Jupyter Notebook is included, to help visualise the relationship between pulse-widths and angles, using the same
numpy.polyfit() as used in the BrachioGraph:
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To run the Notebook, you’ll first need to install Jupyter Lab (it’s not included in the provided requirements.txt)
with:
pip install jupyterlab
Then launch it with:
jupyter lab pulse_widths.ipynb
The values used in the Notebook are exactly as provided for servo_1_angle_pws and servo_2_angle_pws in an
actual BrachioGraph definition, for example:
servo_angle_pws = [
[-162, 2490],
[-144, 2270],
[-126, 2070],
[-108, 1880],
[ -90, 1680],
[ -72, 1540],
[ -54, 1360],
[ -36, 1190],
[ -18, 1020],
[
0, 830],
[ 18, 610],
]

4.2. How-to guides
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Visualise your plotter’s geometry and drawing area
The drawing area of the potter is determined by its geometry (the length of its arms, the arcs they can sweep through,
the relation of those arcs to other aspects of the machine), but the relationship can be hard to understand. Being able
to visualise it helps immensely:

Visualisation is provided by turtle_plotter.py, using Python’s turtle graphics. Visualisation in turn makes it
possible to discover the optimal plotter geometry. Good plotter geometry means that:
• the length of the arms is suited to the power of the motors and the system’s mechanical limitations
• you obtain a drawing area that is useful in both size and shape
• the movement of the motors to cover that shape is around their centre positions (and not at the extremes of their
sweep), and uses not too much or too little of their sweep.
Understanding the plotter’s geometry explores some of the relationships between geometry and plotting area in more
detail.
Model a BrachioGraph using turtle_plotter.py
In a Python shell, import the BrachioGraphTurtle class and instantiate it:
>>> from turtle_plotter import BrachioGraphTurtle
>>> bgt = BrachioGraphTurtle()
BrachioGraphTurtle includes four methods to produce visualisations:
• draw_grid() to draw a grid based on the dimensions of the plotter at the moment it was initialised
• draw_arcs() to fill in the drawing area with a series of arcs. These represent sweeps of the outer arm for
positions within the sweep of the inner arm
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• draw_arms() to show the positions of the arms at various intervals, to help visualise what the plotter is doing
• draw_outline() to trace an outline of the drawing area
Run them to show this plotter’s drawing area:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

bgt.draw_grid()
bgt.draw_arcs()
bgt.draw_arms()
bgt.draw_outline()

Customise the model
As usual in BrachioGraph, nearly all classes can be instantiated without parameters, and working defaults will be
applied. These are:
inner_arm: 8
outer_arm: 8
shoulder_centre_angle: 0
shoulder_sweep: 180
elbow_centre_angle: 90
elbow_sweep: 180
Whether you want to model an actual BrachioGraph, or explore a possible one, you’ll need to supply some custom
values.
Experience shows that arms of about 8cm work well even with the cheapest of servos, and produce drawings of an
adequate size - 14 x 9cm - which works well on sheets of A5 paper.
If you’re modelling an actual plotter, use the actual length of the arms as arguments (note - the length is the distance
between its points of rotation).
Real-world servos don’t have sweep angles of 180; 120 is more realistic (in practice, you may find that your servos have
a usable 150 sweep).
An example might be:
bgt = BrachioGraphTurtle(inner_arm=8.2, shoulder_centre_angle=-60, shoulder_sweep=120,␣
˓→outer_arm=7.9,
elbow_centre_angle=95, elbow_sweep=120)
Close the turtle graphics display before creating a new instance, in order to redraw the grid correctly.
Discover the optimum configuration for your BrachioGraph
Starting from this point, you can experiment with different values to see how the plotting areas is affected. Typically,
given arm lengths and sweep values, you will want to find the centre angles that give the best results (best usually means
an outline accomodating the largest useful rectangles for drawing).
As ever, the actual best values will depend on your actual BrachioGraph. Particularly at the extreme servo angles, or
when the outer arm is nearly inline with the inner arm, you’ll experience poorer control of the pen. The bounds you
provide an actual BrachioGraph need to be based on actual results as well as theoretical drawing areas.
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Use the provided bgt.py module
As a convenience, the bgt.py module contains a defined BrachioGraphTurtle instance (this can be more efficient
than retyping values into the shell).
Adjust its parameters appropriately and run python bgt.py.
How to build and use a PantoGraph
The PantoGraph is an earlier version of the plotter that uses a slightly different design. The PantoGraph is more complex
to build, and its geometry imposes some limitations on its range of movement.
It’s important to understand that while the BrachioGraph arms can move safely through most of their travel, for the
PantoGraph there are many more combinations of angles that put them into impossible positions, which makes setting
it up more challenging.
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Build the plotter
Use the photographs as a guide.
The two arm-driving servos should be as close together as possible for the best results, but not so close that they foul
each other (ideally, their motors should be on the same axis, but this would require mounting one upside-down above
the other).
The arms should be as low as possible. The higher they are, the harder it will be to make the pen tip accurately track
the movement of the pantograph.
You need two pairs of arms:
• two driver arms, attached to the servos
• two follower arms, attached to the pen
Make the driver arms about half the length of the other two. This gives the servos more mechanical advantage, and
makes the plotter more accurate.
Using servos such as SG90s, it’s recommended to make the length between holes no more than 5cm (drivers) and 10cm
(followers).
The arms can have a tendency to twist. Double or even triple arms to hold the pen will help keep it straight.
Cut sections of ball-point tube to use as hinges; you can also use pins.
Fasten the arms loosely to the servos - don’t tighten them yet.
Make sure your pantograph moves freely.
Basic geometry
Imagine a straight line through the centre of the spindles of the two motors. This is your pantographs’s X-axis. The
point in the middle between the two spindles is 0. The left-hand motor position is the distance from 0 (a negative
number) and the right-hand motor position is the distance in the other direction - for example, -2.5 and 2.5.
These are your values for MOTOR_1_POS and MOTOR_2_POS respectively.
This line also represents 0 on the Y-axis.
We need two more values:
• DRIVER, the length between the holes in the driver arms
• FOLLOWER, the length between the holes in the follower arms
We’ll use these values shortly.
Wire up up the servos
Wire the servos to a Raspberry Pi.
The plotter defaults to using the following GPIO pins for the arms:
• 14: left arm
• 15: right arm
• 18: pen up/down
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Test it
In a Python 3 shell, create a PantoGraph instance, using the values you noted earlier:
from pantograph import *
pg = PantoGraph(driver, follower, motor_1_pos, motor_2_pos)
The servos and arms will move immediately (this is why it’s important to have fastened the arms loosely). Now issue
a command:
pg.set_angles(0, 0)
This sets both arms to 0 degrees, i.e. straight ahead out over the paper. Adjust the arms and tighten them. Continue,
each time checking that the behaviour of the machine seems correct:
pg.set_angles(-15, 0) # set arm 1 to -15 degrees, arm 2 to 0 degrees
pg.set_angles(0, 0)
pg.set_angles(0, 15)
# set arm 1 to 0 degrees, arm 2 to 15 degrees
pg.set_angles(-15, 15)
As you gain confidence, try larger angles:
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pg.set_angles(-30,
pg.set_angles(-45,
pg.set_angles(-60,
pg.set_angles(-60,
pg.set_angles(-60,
pg.set_angles(-60,
pg.set_angles(-60,

30)
-45)
-30)
15)
0)
-15)
-30)

. . . and so on.
Important: Generally, you should avoid angles greater than 90 degrees between the two arms.
Now try a test pattern:
pg.test_pattern(repeat=5)
Or commanding the arm to move to particular x/y positions:
pg.xy(x, y)
And drawing a line to a new point:
pg.draw(x, y)

Draw images
The Pantograph class works much like the BrachioGraph class, and includes similar methods for drawing, including
plot_file().
Calibrate the PantoGraph more accurately
Like the BrachioGraph, the PantoGraph uses hobby servos, not precision devices, not to mention a mechanism made
of card and ballpoint pens. There is enough slack and play in this system to swamp any delicate adjustments you make
completely.
Still - we should do the best we can. So:
Remove the arms from the servos. Start up a PantoGraph:
from pg import *
pg = PantoGraph()
Start with motor 1; run:
pg.set_pulse_widths(pin=14, pw=1500)
1500 µs is the nominal pulse width corresponding to the nominal central or neutral position of most servo motors.
Now attach attach a long horn to the servo, so that you can more easily judge its angles. If 0 degrees is straight ahead,
pointing out over the paper, attach the horn at whatever seems closest to -30 degrees, i.e. pointing outwards. (We want
it pointing outwards in the centre of its range of movement, as most of the time in practice the arm will need to point
outwards.)
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Now, change the pulse width, until the horn points straight ahead at 0 degrees. This is your centre value; make a note
of it.
Do the same for -90 degrees (straight out).
Now you know what value corresponds to 0 degrees for that arm, what value corresponds to 90 degrees, and if you
divide the difference between them by 90 you’ll know what change in pulse width corresponds to a 1 degree change:
(*centre value* - *straight out value*) / 90
This is the multiplier value for that arm.
Now repeat the process for the second arm.
It helps a lot to judge the angles if you actually attach an arm to the horn, once you’re confident that you’re not going
to be making them smash into each other.
Suppose your values were as follows:
• Servo 1 0 degrees: 1060
• Servo 1 -90 degrees: 2020
• Servo 2 0 degrees: 1775
• Servo 1 90 degrees: 860
Then you would instantiate your PantoGraph object thus:
pg=PantoGraph(
centre_1=1060,
multiplier_1=(2020-1060)/90,
centre_2=1775,
multiplier_2=(1775-860)/90
)
And now you’ll find that when you issue a command such as:
pg.set_angles(-45, 45)
both arms will - you hope - point out at a perfect 45 degrees.

4.2.2 Development
How to build the documentation
The BrachioGraph documentation is intended to be of the highest possible quality. This is important for any project,
and especially crucial in one with an educational purpose.
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The basics
The documentation is written in Restructured Text, built with Sphinx and hosted at Read the Docs.
The documentation uses the Diátaxis framework:
• tutorials
• how-to guides
• reference material
• explanation
from each other.
Please keep that in mind when contributing any new documentation.
Working with the documentation locally
Install the required software
To build the documentation locally, cd into the docs directory and run:
make install
to install the required components into a new virtualenv.
Build the documentation
You can then execute:
make run
and you’ll find the documentation built at http://localhost:8004 (the port is set in docs/Makefile). The builder watches
the documentation directory, so any saved changes will be immediately built.
Another option is to use:
make html
which will save the published HTML to docs/_build/html.
To run a spelling check:
make spelling

4.2. How-to guides
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Contributing to the documentation
Documentation improvements and corrections can be submitted as pull requests.
Please check spelling, as described above. Any special words should be added to docs/spelling_wordlist. The
documentation uses British English spelling.
How to run automated tests
The BrachioGraph library includes a (minimal, at this point) test suite.
The tests use pytest.
To run the tests, pytest needs to be installed (pip install pytest).
Executing pytest in the root directory will run the tests:
pytest
========================== test session starts ==========================
platform darwin -- Python 3.7.3, pytest-5.2.4, py-1.8.0, pluggy-0.13.0
rootdir: /Users/daniele/Repositories/BrachioGraph
collected 8 items
test_brachiograph.py ........
[100%]
=========================== 8 passed in 11.02s ===========================
The tests use the BrachioGraph in virtual mode.

4.3 Reference
4.3.1 linedraw.py
vectorise()
def vectorise(
image_filename,
resolution=1024,
draw_contours=False,
repeat_contours=1,
draw_hatch=False,
repeat_contours=1,
):

#
#
#
#

suggested value:
increase to draw
suggested value:
increase to draw

2
the contours multiple times
16
the hatching multiple times

• image_filename: all images are expected to be found in the images directory
• resolution: the number of points that will be processed across the largest dimension of the image - larger is
more detailed, but slower - and you’re unlikely to find that the resolution of the plotter itself merits increasing
this value
• draw_contours: find and draw outlines, using the value provided (smaller is more detailed, and slower)
• repeat_contours: how many times should the contours be drawn?
• draw_hatch: hatch (shade) the processed image, using the value provided (smaller is more detailed, and slower).
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• repeat_contours: how many times should the hatching be drawn?
At least one of draw_hatch and draw_contours must be given otherwise nothing will be drawn.
vectorise returns a list of lines, each of which is a list of points. It also creates an SVG file at images/
<image_filename>.svg, to give you an idea of the vectorised version.
image_to_json()
image_to_json() takes the same parameters, but saves the result as a JSON file.
image_to_json("africa.jpg", draw_hatch=16, draw_contours=2) will save a file at images/africa.
jpg.json (and also creates an SVG file, at images/africa.jpg.svg).

4.3.2 Plotter modules
class Plotter

Plotter
A base class for the BrachioGraph and PantoGraph subclasses.
This class provides all the interfaces you’ll need for the plotter in normal use.
All the classes (Plotter, BrachioGraph and PantoGraph) can be instantiated without any arguments and will work
for testing.
For testing with turtle graphics, you will need to use one of the subclasses.
Methods in general
Hierarchy
This table shows how the methods in the class Plotter depend on each other. Each named method calls the method
in the cell below it.
plot_file() | test_pattern()
plot_lines() | vertical_lines(), horizontal_lines() |
draw_line()
box()
xy()
move_angles()
set_angles()
set_pulse_widths()

4.3. Reference
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Order of arguments
Many of these methods accept a similar set of arguments. For consistency, they always appear in the same order. Note
that not all are available to all methods. They are:
• what to draw: filename or lines
• where to draw:bounds
• precision and speed: angular_step, wait, resolution
• whether to draw: draw
• direction and repetition: repeat, reverse, both
• image transformations: flip, rotate
Initialisation
Plotter.__init__(virtual=False, turtle=False, turtle_coarseness=None, bounds=[-10, 5, 10, 15],
servo_1_parked_pw=1500, servo_2_parked_pw=1500, servo_1_degree_ms=-10,
servo_2_degree_ms=10, servo_1_parked_angle=0, servo_2_parked_angle=0,
hysteresis_correction_1=0, hysteresis_correction_2=0, servo_1_angle_pws=(),
servo_2_angle_pws=(), servo_1_angle_pws_bidi=(), servo_2_angle_pws_bidi=(),
pw_up=None, pw_down=None, angular_step=None, wait=None, resolution=None)
Parameters
• virtual (bool) – A virtual plotter will run in software only, and doesn’t expect any attached
hardware. This allows work and development on a machine other than a Raspberry Pi, and
to run automated tests.
• turtle (bool) – Produces a graphical representation of the plotter and its behaviour using
Python turtle graphics, as well as or instead of a physical plotter.
• turtle_coarseness – For use with turtle; a factor, in degrees, to represent the resolution
of the servos by rounding values. Defaults to 1 if not specified.
• bounds (tuple) – Four numbers, indicating the area that the plotter should treat as its available area for drawing in. The numbers represent, in order the left, top, right and bottom
boundaries. Defaults to usable values in the default subclass definitions.
• servo_1_parked_pw (int) – The pulse-width of servo 1 when parked.
• servo_2_parked_pw (int) – The pulse-width of servo 2 when parked.
• servo_1_degree_ms (float) – Milliseconds pulse-width difference per degree of movement.
• servo_2_degree_ms (float) – Milliseconds pulse-width difference per degree of movement.
• servo_1_parked_angle (float) – The arm angle in the parked position.
• servo_2_parked_angle (float) – The arm angle in the parked position.
• hysteresis_correction_1 (float) – Servo 1 hysteresis error compensation.
• hysteresis_correction_2 (float) – Servo 2 hysteresis error compensation.
• servo_1_angle_pws (tuple) – Pulse-widths for various angles of servo 1.
• servo_2_angle_pws (tuple) – Pulse-widths for various angles of servo 2.
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• servo_1_angle_pws_bidi (tuple) – Pulse-widths for various angles of servo 1, collected
in both clockwise and anti-clockwise directions. This is introduced in the tutorial.
• servo_2_angle_pws_bidi (tuple) – Pulse-widths for various angles of servo 2, collected
in both clockwise and anti-clockwise directions.
• pw_up (int) – The pulse-width for the pen’s up position.
• pw_down (int) – The pulse-width for the pen’s down position.
• wait (float) – A time in seconds that the plotter will rest after making a movement. If not
specified, will be initialised as 0.01, or 0 for a virtual-only plotter.
• angular_step (float) – An angle in degrees that determines how big each discrete step
in a series of movements of the arm servos will be. If not specified, will be initialised as 0.1.
• resolution (float) – A distance in centimetres. When drawing between two points, any
line longer than resolution will be broken down into a series of points no more than
resolution cm apart. This allows the plotter to approximate straight lines by drawing a
series of shorter curved lines (all the lines the plotter naturally draws are curved). If not
specified, will be initialised as 0.1.
In all the methods below, arguments that are also attributes of the plotter class need only be used to override those
values (which is generally not required).
Image-plotting methods
These methods draw an image (as a series of lines, encoded in JSON).
Plotter.plot_file(filename='', bounds=None, angular_step=None, wait=None, resolution=None)
Plots and image encoded as JSON lines in filename.
plot_lines().

Passes the lines in the supplied JSON file to

Plotter.plot_lines(lines=[], bounds=None, angular_step=None, wait=None, resolution=None, flip=False,
rotate=False)
Passes each segment of each line in lines to draw_line()
Pattern-drawing methods
Plotter.box(bounds=None, angular_step=None, wait=None, resolution=None, repeat=1, reverse=False)
Draw a box marked out by the bounds.
Plotter.test_pattern(lines=4, bounds=None, angular_step=None, wait=None, resolution=None, repeat=1,
reverse=False, both=False)
Plotter.vertical_lines(lines=4, bounds=None, angular_step=None, wait=None, resolution=None, repeat=1,
reverse=False, both=False)
Plotter.horizontal_lines(lines=4, bounds=None, angular_step=None, wait=None, resolution=None,
repeat=1, reverse=False, both=False)
Plotter.draw_line(start=(0, 0), end=(0, 0), angular_step=None, wait=None, resolution=None, both=False)
Draws a line between two points
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Drawing methods using x/y co-ordinates
All of the methods above call xy:
Plotter.xy(x=None, y=None, angular_step=None, wait=None, resolution=None, draw=False)
Moves the pen to the xy position; optionally draws while doing it. None for x or y means that the pen will not be
moved in that dimension.
Drawing methods using servo angle values
Plotter.move_angles(angle_1=None, angle_2=None, angular_step=None, wait=None, draw=False)
Moves the servo motors to the specified angles step-by-step, calling set_angles() for each step. None for one
of the angles means that that servo will not move.
Pen-moving methods
Plotter.set_angles(angle_1=None, angle_2=None)
Moves the servo motors to the specified angles immediately. Relies upon getting accurate pulse-width values.
None for one of the angles means that that servo will not move.
Calls set_pulse_widths().
Sets current_x, current_y.
Plotter.park()

Angles to pulse widths
A plotter needs to move its arms to the correct angles, by providing the appropriate pulse-width to each servo.
Plotter.angles_to_pw_1()
Plotter.angles_to_pw_2()
These methods - one for each servo - take the angle as an argument and return a pulse-width.
The methods themselves stand in for functions that do the actual calculation; which function is assigned to the
angles_to_pw_1/angles_to_pw_2 attributes depends upon how much information is provided about the servos when
the plotter is initialised.
Naive calculation
The
default
is
to
use
“naive”
functions
(naive_angles_to_pulse_widths_1
and
naive_angles_to_pulse_widths_2), that assume linearity (1 of movement corresponds to a 10µs change in
pulse-width), will be used.
Plotter.naive_angles_to_pulse_widths_1(angle)
A rule-of-thumb calculation of pulse-width for the desired servo angle
Plotter.naive_angles_to_pulse_widths_2(angle)
A rule-of-thumb calculation of pulse-width for the desired servo angle
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Sophisticated calculation
In practice the response of servos is not linear. If a series of pulse-width/angle values are supplied, then numpy (numpy.
poly1d(numpy.polyfit)) will provide a polynomial funtion that matches the curve corresponding to those values.
Line processing
Plotter.analyse_lines(lines=[], rotate=False, bounds=None)
Analyses the co-ordinates in lines, and returns:
• rotate: True if the image needs to be rotated by 90 in order to fit better
• x_mid_point, y_mid_point: mid-points of the image
• box_x_mid_point, box_y_mid_point: mid-points of the bounds
• divider: the value by which we must divide all x and y so that they will fit safely inside the bounds.
lines is a tuple itself containing a number of tuples, each of which contains a number of 2-tuples:
[
[
[3,
[2,
[1,
[3,
[3,

4],
4],
5],
5],
7],

],
[

#

a single point in a line

#

all the lines

#
#
#
#
#

|
|
|
|
|

a list of points defining a line

[...],
[...],
],
[
[...],
[...],
],
]
Plotter.rotate_and_scale_lines(lines=[], rotate=False, flip=False, bounds=None)
Rotates and scales the lines so that they best fit the available drawing bounds.
Physical control
Plotter.set_pulse_widths(pw_1=None, pw_2=None)
Applies the supplied pulse-width values to the servos, or pretends to, if we’re in virtual mode.
Plotter.get_pulse_widths()
Returns the actual pulse-widths values; if in virtual mode, returns the nominal values - i.e. the values that they
might be.
Plotter.quiet(servos=[14, 15, 18])
Stop sending pulses to the servos, so that they are no longer energised (and so that they stop buzzing).
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Calibration and manual driving
Plotter.capture_pws()
Helps capture angle/pulse-width data for the servos, as a dictionary to be used in a Plotter definition.
The controls are:

Shoulder
Elbow
Pen

-10 µs

-1 µs

+ 10 µs

+ 1 µs

a
k
z

A
K

s
l
x

S
L

Capture pulse-width value
Show captured values
Exit

c
v
0

Reporting methods
Plotter.status()
Provides a report of the plotter status. Subclasses should override this to report on their own status.
Trigonometric methods
Plotter.xy_to_angles(x=0, y=0)
Return the servo angles required to reach any x/y position. This is a dummy method in the base class; it needs
to be overridden in a sub-class implementation.
Plotter.angles_to_xy(angle_1, angle_2)
Return the servo angles required to reach any x/y position. This is a dummy method in the base class; it needs
to be overridden in a sub-class implementation.
BrachioGraph
class BrachioGraph
__init__(virtual=False, turtle=False, turtle_coarseness=None, bounds=[-8, 4, 6, 13], inner_arm=8,
outer_arm=8, servo_1_parked_pw=1500, servo_2_parked_pw=1500, servo_1_degree_ms=-10,
servo_2_degree_ms=10, servo_1_parked_angle=-90, servo_2_parked_angle=90,
hysteresis_correction_1=0, hysteresis_correction_2=0, servo_1_angle_pws=[],
servo_2_angle_pws=[], servo_1_angle_pws_bidi=[], servo_2_angle_pws_bidi=[], pw_up=1500,
pw_down=1100, wait=None, angular_step=None, resolution=None)
Parameters are as for the Plotter parent class, except for:
Parameters
• inner_arm (float) – The length of the inner arm, in cm.
• outer_arm (float) – The length of the outer arm, in cm.
• virtual (bool) –
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• turtle (bool) –
• bounds (tuple) –
• servo_1_parked_pw (int) –
• servo_2_parked_pw (int) –
• servo_1_degree_ms (int) –
• servo_2_degree_ms (int) –
• servo_1_parked_angle (int) –
• servo_2_parked_angle (int) –
• hysteresis_correction_1 (int) –
• hysteresis_correction_2 (int) –
• servo_1_angle_pws (tuple) –
• servo_2_angle_pws (tuple) –
• servo_1_angle_pws_bidi (tuple) –
• servo_2_angle_pws_bidi (tuple) –
• pw_up (int) –
• pw_down (int) –
• wait (Optional[float]) –
• angular_step (Optional[float]) –
• resolution (Optional[float]) –

4.3.3 Turtle plotter
BaseTurtle
BaseTurtle.__init__(window_size=800, reach=16, speed=0, machine=None, coarseness=0)
Parameters
• coarseness (float) – A rounding factor, in degrees, to represent the resolution of the
servos.
• window_size (int) –
• reach (float) –
• speed (int) –
class PantoGraphTurtle(driver=8, follower=8, motor_1_pos=-1.5, motor_2_pos=1.5, window_size=800,
speed=0, motor_1_centre_angle=0, motor_2_centre_angle=0, motor_1_sweep=180,
motor_2_sweep=180, machine=None, coarseness=0)
A turtle-graphics implementation of a PantoGraph. Instantiate your PantoGraph with turtle=True to create
a turtle version of it, that copies everything the PantoGraph does.
Parameters
• driver (int) –
• follower (int) –
4.3. Reference
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• motor_1_pos (float) –
• motor_2_pos (float) –
• window_size (int) –
• speed (int) –
• motor_1_centre_angle (float) –
• motor_2_centre_angle (float) –
• motor_1_sweep (int) –
• motor_2_sweep (int) –
• coarseness (int) –
class BrachioGraphTurtle(inner_arm=8, outer_arm=8, window_size=800, speed=0,
shoulder_centre_angle=0, elbow_centre_angle=90, shoulder_sweep=180,
elbow_sweep=180, machine=None, coarseness=0)
A turtle-graphics implementation of a BrachioGraph. Instantiate your BrachioGraph with turtle=True to
create a turtle version of it, that copies everything the BrachioGraph does.
Parameters
• inner_arm (float) –
• outer_arm (float) –
• window_size (int) –
• speed (int) –
• coarseness (int) –

4.3.4 Community resources
BrachioGraphs benefits from community contributions.
Software
brachio.me, a web version of the linedraw software used to vectorise images, by Rob Bricheno.
Hardware
3D printed plotter components, including arms and stand-offs, by Ringo
Videos

4.4 Explanation
Further discussion to help you understand the hardware and software used in the project.
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4.4.1 How a BrachioGraph works
BrachioGraph is an arm-writer - it moves the pen by adjusting the angles of its arms. All its movements are rotational
- it can only move in curves. This has some consequences that make it challenging to draw with.
Whether it needs to move one arm or both to move the pen from one point to another, what it draws will not be a straight
line. The shortest distance between two points might be a straight line, but the simplest movement between them is
certainly not. Simply moving the motors to the correct position for the end-point will draw a curved line rather than a
straight one.
Instead, it’s necessary to break down any straight line into a series of much shorter lines along its length - enough
to make the line as straight as possible. The movement of servo motors is rather coarse, which is why all the lines a
BrachioGraph produces are wiggly.

4.4.2 The hardware
The Raspberry Pi
A Raspberry Pi Zero is perfectly adequate to control and power the servos. The Pi can be connected to a host by USB,
using the OTG mode (RNDIS), and powered that way, along with all three servos. A guide specifically for setting up a
Pi Zero is included.
When using OTG power with larger servos, you may find that the machine occasionally reboots, because of lack of
power. A separate power supply for the Pi will be more reliable.
The servo motors
Important: Read Why more expensive digital motors are worse, below.
There are basically two kinds of servos:
• fixed-range; you can control their position
• continuous rotation (sometimes described as 360-degree); you can control their speed
You need fixed-range servos. About 180 degrees of rotation is fine. You can do with less - but the drawing area will be
smaller.
Servos for the arms
“Micro” servos or “9g [i.e. gramme]” models are fine.
• SG90 analog motors are ideal to get started with. There are many motors from different manufacturers in this
class, that weigh about 9g and have approximately 180 degrees rotation.
• Futaba S3001 motors, which are larger, more powerful and more accurate, worked well and produced even better
results.
• Miuzei SG90 9G is another small cheap model that has performed well.
Note that while more powerful motors produce better results, they will also draw more current and your Raspberry Pi
may struggle to meet the demand.

4.4. Explanation
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Servos for the pen
For the pen-lifting servo, the lighter and smaller the better (“sub-micro” servos are available). Power and accuracy are
not required.
Why more expensive digital motors are worse
SG90 motors are analog. Analog motors use a small circuit to convert the pulse-widths into motor angles. Digital
servo motors also exist, including digital versions of the SG90; they tend to be faster and more powerful.
However, small digital motors do not work well, for example the TowerPro SG92R. They are twitchy and try to correct
for errors much faster than analog motors. This means that in a mechanism such as this, they quickly start oscillating
wildly, as each movement overshoots and corrects (this is made worse by having two motors affecting each other).
More powerful digital servo motors have not been tested. Please share your experiences using other motors.
Beware of fakes
Counterfeit motors are very common. Many of the motors sold as Tower Pro SG90 are in fact fakes. They are cheaper
and of lower quality. If motors sold as SG90s are priced below €3 or $3 each, they are probably fake. It’s recommended
to buy them from a reputable retailer rather from than Amazon or eBay.
The arms
If you’re using card for the arms, it needs to be stiff in both directions. Picture-mounting board is ideal. A pictureframing shop will almost certainly give you free off-cuts.
Wooden sticks as illustrated don’t require cutting and are easy to obtain.

4.4.3 The mathematics
The BrachioGraph object contains two trigonometric methods, to translate x/y co-ordinates of the pen into angles of
the motors and vice-versa. Using the example illustrated below, the arms are both 9cm long and the pen is at x=4,
y=10.
Translating co-ordinates to angles
hypotenuse = math.sqrt(x**2+y**2)
if hypotenuse > self.inner_arm + self.outer_arm:
raise Exception(f"Cannot reach {hypotenuse}; total arm length is {self.inner_arm +␣
˓→self.outer_arm}")
hypotenuse_angle = math.asin(x/hypotenuse)
inner_angle = math.acos(
(hypotenuse**2+self.inner_arm**2-self.outer_arm**2)/(2*hypotenuse*self.inner_arm)
)
outer_angle = math.acos(
(self.inner_arm**2+self.outer_arm**2-hypotenuse**2)/(2*self.inner_arm*self.outer_arm)
)
shoulder_motor_angle = hypotenuse_angle - inner_angle
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

elbow_motor_angle = math.pi - outer_angle
return (math.degrees(shoulder_motor_angle), math.degrees(elbow_motor_angle))

The xy_to_angles() method receives x and y co-ordinates as arguments. First we find a line from the origin (the
shoulder motor) to the pen, and its angle from the y-axis:
hypotenuse = math.sqrt(x ** 2 + y ** 2)
hypotenuse_angle = math.asin(x/hypotenuse)
Given x=4, y=10, hypotenuse is 10.77, and its angle from the y-axis (hypotenuse_angle) is 21.8 degrees (0.38
radians).
The hypotenuse line, the inner arm and the outer arm form a second triangle. All their lengths are known, so we can
find the angle between the line of the hypotenuse of the first triangle and the inner arm:
inner_angle = math.acos(
(hypotenuse ** 2 + self.inner_arm ** 2 - self.outer_arm ** 2) / (2 * hypotenuse *␣
˓→self.inner_arm)
)

4.4. Explanation
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which is 53.25 degrees. The hypotenuse_angle minus the inner_angle gives us the angle of the shoulder motor
(from the y-axis):
shoulder_motor_angle = hypotenuse_angle - inner_angle
in other words, -31.45 degrees. So now we know what angle to set the shoulder motor to.
And similarly, we can find the angle at the elbow, between the inner and outer arms:
outer_angle = math.acos(
(self.inner_arm ** 2 + self.outer_arm ** 2 - hypotenuse ** 2) / (2 * self.inner_arm␣
˓→* self.outer_arm)
)
The angle of the outer arm relative to the inner arm is 180 degrees (or radians) minus the outer_angle:
elbow_motor_angle = math.pi - outer_angle
Finally we convert the angle values to degrees and return them:
return (math.degrees(shoulder_motor_angle), math.degrees(elbow_motor_angle))

Translating angles to co-ordinates
Obtaining angles from co-ordinates is essentially the reverse process, in angles_to_xy(). This method isn’t actually
used in the BrachioGraph, but can be useful when experimenting.

4.4.4 The hierarchy of plotter methods
This table explains how the methods in the class Plotter interact. Each named method calls the method in the cell
below it.
plot_file
test_pattern
plot_lines vertical_lines, horizontal_lines
draw_line
xy
set_angles
set_pulse_widths

box
move_angles

4.4.5 Alternative construction methods and materials
The shoulder motor mount
Using a clip:
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Alternative pen-mounting
An alternative method of mounting the pen is shown below. Use glue to help keep the ball-point pen tube in place.

4.4. Explanation
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A ball-point pen requires some pressure on it to work well, so place a weight over it.

4.4.6 Understanding the plotter’s geometry
It’s not at all easy to understand intuitively how different arm lengths and servo sweep angles will affect the drawable
area, and discovering this through trial and error while building a plotter is a painful process.
The turtle_plotter.py module uses Python’s built-in turtle graphics module to provide a handy way to
visualise the drawing area, and helps reveal some useful information about the way the plotter’s geometry makes a
difference to what it can draw.
Visualising a BrachioGraphTurtle instance
In these examples, we will use and modify the provided BrachioGraphTurtle instance in bgt.py.
To use it with some default values, run:
python bgt.py
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The grid
If commanded with the draw_grid() method, the turtle graphics module will draw a grid. The origin of the grid position (0, 0) - is the axis of the shoulder servo.
The grid is always a little larger than the maximum reach of the arms in all directions, as defined when the
BrachioGraphTurtle class is first instantiated. If you change the inner_arm or inner_arm values while using
the same grid, the new plotted results may not actually fit.
The arms
If commanded with the draw_arms() method, a representation of the arms (the inner arm is blue, the outer arm is red)
at various positions will be drawn.
The arcs
If commanded with the draw_arcs() method, lines will be drawn to represent what would be drawn if the outer arm
were swept through its range of motion, for a range of steps through the motion of the inner arm.

4.4. Explanation
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The outline
The outline is composed of four distinct arcs. The different coloured arcs shown in the example above represent different
extremes of the servos’ ranges.
• blue: the arc that can be drawn the furthest away from the origin (elbow is at maximum left)
• purple: the arc that can be drawn the closest to the origin (elbow is at maximum right)
• red: the most anti-clockwise possible arc (shoulder is at maximum left)
• orange: the most clockwise possible arc (shoulder is at maximum right)
The title
The title displays the length, centre angle and sweep angle of the inner and outer arms when the BrachioGraphTurtle
was instantiated. (If any of these are changed while making multiple plots, you can use title() so that it displays a
descriptive title instead.)
Theoretical and practical drawing areas
Consider a BrachioGraph with the following geometry:
inner_arm = 8
shoulder_centre_angle = -90
shoulder_sweep = 180

# the length of the inner arm (blue)
# the centre of the outer arm, relative to the y-axis
# the arc covered by the shoulder motor

outer_arm = 8
elbow_centre_angle = 90
elbow_sweep = 180

# the length of the outer arm (red)
# the centre of the outer arm relative to the inner arm
# the arc covered by the elbow motor
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This is a mathematically theoretical drawing area. In practice, unless you have some very unusual paper to draw on,
what’s actually useful to us is a drawing rectangle.

4.4. Explanation
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Avoiding the origin
The area around the servo at the origin can’t be drawn on (because the pen or the servos would obstruct each other).
This will vary depending on the size of the servos and the way you have mounted the arms, but a minimum distance of
4cm is reasonable as a starting point. It gives us some options that look like this:

shoulder_centre_angle: -90
elbow_centre_angle:
90
shoulder_sweep:
180
elbow_sweep:
180
rectangles: 15 x 9 = 135
13 x 10 = 130
(Note that these and all subsequent examples are approximations to the nearest centimetre.)
Servo limits
Another constraint is the rotational behaviour of the servos. Physically, most servos will rotate up to 90 in each direction,
but most are not actually designed to be used that way. Some servos rotate up to 180 quite well, even though it’s outside
their specification (for example the Tower Pro SG90s. However it’s not a good thing to rely on, and it’s definitely not a
good assumption to make of all servos. This is because:
• although many servos respond to pulse-widths from 500 to 2500 µs, most are specified for 1000-2000 µs (corresponding to 120) and can be damaged by inputs outside this range
• beyond 120, some motors become unusably twitchy and inaccurate
• for most servos, even the SG90s that seem to cope with 180 of rotation, the actual specification is for 120 so it’s
likely that better results can be found within this range.
Set the shoulder_sweep and elbow_sweep values both to 120:
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As you can see, we have lost quite a lot of the plotting area as a result.
Rotating the drawing area
You will often need to rotate the drawing area to position it usefully and maximise its size.
In the example above, we are not making good use of the available plotting area. If the paper is rotated relative to the
plotter arms, we can make more use of it. Try rotating the plot to the right, by setting shoulder_centre_angle to
-59 instead of 90 (this is a value arrived at by trial and error).
The shoulder_centre_angle is the angle of the middle of the shoulder motor’s sweep, relative to 0.

4.4. Explanation
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shoulder_centre_angle: -59
elbow_centre_angle:
90
shoulder_sweep:
120
elbow_sweep:
120
rectangles: 14 x 9 = 126
11 x 10 = 110

Adjusting shoulder_centre_angle and elbow_centre_angle
Experiment with different values of shoulder_centre_angle and the elbow_centre_angle.
• allowing the elbow to reach angles less than 0 or more than 180 is worse than useless (so the
elbow_centre_angle plus and minus half of the elbow_sweep should be between 0 and 180)
Other things being equal:
• rotating the elbow_centre_angle anti-clockwise allows the plotter to draw closer to the origin (at the expense
of height)
• rotating the elbow_centre_angle anti-clockwise makes the shape taller (at the expense of width)
Observations:
• you will usually get the best results when the blue and red arcs are at the same height
• the most useful drawing shapes are found when elbow_centre_angle = 90
The outlines below show plots for elbow_centre_angle values of 60, 90 and 120 degrees.
shoulder_centre_angle = -60 in each case.
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In the orange example (elbow_centre_angle = -60), the extra leftward movement of the outer arm gives extra us
height compared to the blue outline (elbow_centre_angle = 90), but we lose more than we gain around the origin.
The red example (elbow_centre_angle = 120) loses height at the top, and only gains useless drawing area very
close to the origin. Clearly, the blue outline is the most useful, even if we rotate the red and orange shapes to maximise
their utility. You can explore other values, but the 90 elbow_centre_angle appears to be optimal.
90 is not a magic number
You will find that using 90 for the elbow_centre_angle is almost always best, but be aware that it is not always the
perfect figure. In the examples above, we were working on the basis that the drawing rectangle should be above y=4.
For different values of y, and for certain rectangle shapes, different values for the elbow_centre_angle will produce
different results.
However, for practically useful drawing shapes and realistic values of y, 90 appears to be the best result almost always,
and even when it’s not, the difference between the results when using 90 and the optimum value are very small.

4.4. Explanation
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Working with arms of different length
So far we have only considered BrachioGraph geometries in which the arms are of the same length. What if:
inner_arm = 9
outer_arm = 7
In this case, the maximum reach of the BrachioGraph is still 16cm, and the drawing area remains useful.

shoulder_centre_angle: -45
elbow_centre_angle:
90
shoulder_sweep:
120
elbow_sweep:
120
rectangles: 14 x

9 = 126

Having outer arms longer than the inner arms produces less useful results.
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Donald Trump’s hair
Of mild interest but no practical use whatsoever is the fact that the plotting area can be made to look remarkably like
Donald Trump’s hair, even down to the colour.

shoulder_centre_angle: -60
elbow_centre_angle:
70
shoulder_sweep:
120
elbow_sweep:
100

4.4.7 Compensating for hardware limitations
Make no mistake: any engineer can tell you that the BrachioGraph is no way to build a plotter. Hobby servo motors
are under-powered, imprecise and not designed for this kind of job. Ice cream sticks lack rigidity. The pen-lifting
mechanism tends to move the pen sideways. And so on.
That is partly what makes it fun, that it does things its parts are not ideally suited to, and does them well enough to
make the results interesting and worthwhile in their own right.
To get the best results involves understanding the limitations of the hardware, and finding ways to compensate for them.

4.4. Explanation
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About the servo motors
Each servo motor is different, so the BrachioGraph can be calibrated exactly for your servos. To get you started however,
it makes some assumptions about the servos.
For SG90 motors or similar:
• they have almost 180 of rotation, though they are specified for 120 and that’s the better value to assume
• they operate on pulse-widths from about 500µs to about 2600µs, though the official values are 1000µs to 2000µs
and those are better values to use
• the centre of their travel is around 1500µs
• one degree of travel corresponds a difference of about 10µs
This is what the default angles_to_pw_1 and angles_to_pw_2 methods assume when the BrachioGraph is initialised.
This is sufficient to get started, but since the values above are nominal values only, they won’t provide the best results. In
addition, the correspondence between pulse-widths and angles is not actually linear, and worse, mechanical hysteresis
in the system means that the quality of your drawings will be much lower than it ought to be.
Non-linearity
By default, the BrachioGraph assumes a linear response from the motors. This basic form of this naive formula is for
the pulse-width required for a particular angle is:
pw = 1500 + angle x 10
(1500µs is the nominal centre of a servo’s sweep, and a change of 10µs generally seems to correspond to 1 of movement.)
See the naive_angles_to_pulse_widths methods for how this formula is implemented.
However, servo motors are far from being perfectly linear. A linear relationship between pulse-widths and resulting
angles would be a straight line. In practice, they can look rather like this:
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If we know the characteristics of the non-linearity, we can compensate for it. By recording a series of actual pulsewidth values and their corresponding angles, we can use Numpy’s polyfit module to obtain a function for this non-linear
relationship.
See also Visualise the relationship between pulse-widths and angles.
Hysteresis
The BrachioGraph is susceptible to hysteresis, a tendency of the system to maintain its state. In this case, it means that
if the device receives a command to move to a certain point, where it actually arrives can depend on the direction it
was coming from.
The motors
The motors themselves, even more accurate and expensive ones with metal gears and high torque, exhibit hysteresis,
even when under no load. For example, say that at 1500µs your motor is at 0. You may find that changing the pulsewidth from 1500µs to 1510µs moves the arm anti-clockwise by 1, but setting it back to 1500µs does nothing, and the
motor does not move back to 0 until the pulse-width is set to 1490µs.
In other words, the position of the motor at 1500µs is dependent upon the its previous state; in this example it will be
0 when moving anti-clockwise and -1 when moving clockwise.
The mechanical system
In addition, the mechanical system - the arms, the joints and the way the pen is held - adds more hysteresis. As the
motors move, some of that movement will be taken up by flexing and mechanical free-play in the system, so that the
actual relationship between pen position and pulse-width can suffer from a dead-band of more than 15µs when changing
directions.
The result of this hysteresis is imprecision that depends on direction. Drawing a grid with the lines first in one direction
and then another will make this obvious:

4.4. Explanation
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Compensation for hysteresis
The BrachioGraph can compensate for hysteresis by anticipating it. In the example above, adding or subtracting a
constant to the pulse-width value when it is increasing or decreasing will help eliminate the dead-band:
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The correction values are supplied as hysteresis_correction_1 and hysteresis_correction_2 parameters to
the BrachioGraph instance. See Counteract hysteresis for how to determine these values.
If you’re using more sophisticated calibration using servo_1_angle_pws_bidi and servo_2_angle_pws_bidi, the
hysteresis values will be calculated for you.

4.4. Explanation
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